2014 Auto Tech Competition

GLANCDA
Annual Member Luncheon
— Sheraton Universal Hotel —
June 17, 2014
11:30 am - 2:00 pm

Inspirational Speaker!
•

Decorated War Hero

•

Renowned Best Selling Author
and Motivational Speaker

SAVE
THE
DATE!

THIS IS AN EVENT YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS!

T

he Greater Los Angeles New Car Dealers Association is proud
to announce that the team they sponsored in this year’s
National Automotive Technology competition finished
in 7th place. The group from Van Nuys High School included
contestants Sonny Salas and Armando Rodriguez, led by instructor
Joe Agruso. The team worked on a Hyundai Velociter and were
mentored by service technicians and staff at Keyes Hyundai in
Van Nuys. The amount of time spent learning in the dealership
exceeded 50 hours!
From 1993 to today, the National Automotive Technology
Competition has brought together the nation’s best high
school automotive technicians to test their skills, measure their
knowledge, and challenge their ability to diagnose and repair
vehicles. The National Automotive Technology Competition is
designed to be robust and relevant to the real world, reflecting
the knowledge and skills that our young people need for success
in today’s technologically advanced automotive industry.

Sheraton Universal Hotel
333 Universal Hollywood Drive
Universal City, CA 91608
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The National Automotive Technology Competition was originally conceived by the
Greater New York Automobile Dealers Association to help address the shortage of
qualified automotive technicians and push the curriculum of vocational education
to a more rigorous standard, ensuring automotive students master the skills they
need to succeed as lifelong learners, workers, and citizens.
This event and the changes to the industry that it has helped foster could not be
achieved without the support of an industry-wide collaboration that brings together
nearly every major automobile manufacturer, retail automobile dealers, dealer
associations, educational institutions, and numerous government agencies. These
truly great organizations have literally changed thousands of young lives.

Pictures from 2014 Auto Tech Competition
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San Gabriel Valley Automobile Dealers Give Back
in the Communities They Do Business In

S

an Gabriel Valley, CA April 23, 2014-The Greater Los Angeles New Car Dealers
Association (GLANCDA) and its directors who own and operate dealerships
in the San Gabriel Valley have recently given financial support to numerous
San Gabriel Valley nonprofit organizations. These organizations include the City
of Hope(Walk for Hope), The Friend of Rowland Schools Foundation, Foothill Unity
Center, San Gabriel Valley YMCA, Pasadena Rotary Foundation , and San Gabriel
Valley Boy Scouts.

GLANCDA is an association of over 150 New Car Dealers in the Los Angeles area
that is committed to maintaining the highest standards in the Retail Automotive
Industry. The current board of directors include current GLANCDA President Ian
Thomas (Thomas Acura in Covina), Peter Hoffman (Sierra Auto Cars (In Monrovia and
Alhambra), John Symes (Symes Automotive Group in Pasadena), Pete Smith (Bob
Smith Toyota in La Crescenta), Tom Hoffman (Puente Hills Chevrolet in Industry Hills),
and Fritz Hitchcock (Hitchcock Automotive Resources in La Puente).
GLANCDA relies on the assistance of its directors in identifying nonprofit organizations
that are truly making a difference in the lives of those who live and work in their
local communities. GLANCDA’s directors serve two year terms and meet six times
a year and hold numerous events including training and dealer education. This
year’s annual meeting is on June 17, 2014 at the Universal Sheraton in Universal City.

GLANCDA will be sending a ballot to its Dealer Members on May 5, 2014

that will need to be returned by the close of business on Monday, June 2, 2014.
Incumbent directors that will be running for a new term that starts July 1, 2014 and
runs until December 31, 2015 include Bert Boeckmann, John Symes, Tim Smith and
Tom Hoffman.
Any Dealer Principal in the GLANCDA region of the Los Angeles County area that is
interested in being considered for a term as a Director should contact Bob Smith
(GLANCDA Executive Director) for details and any questions.

NADA Foundation Mobilizes Emergency Relief to Help Victims of Recent Tornados.

Dealership employees in Alabama, Arkansas, Iowa, Mississippi, Oklahoma and
Tennessee who have been affected by the recent tornados are eligible to receive
financial assistance from the Emergency Relief Fund of the National Automobile
Dealers Charitable Foundation. For questions or assistance with the application
process, call 703-821-7233 or email foundation@nada.org.
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Lemon Suit Tests Tesla’s Restrictive Sales Deals
Reprinted from USA Today

A

lemon-law suit by an unhappy have to follow state rules,” says Megna.
Tesla Model S owner who wants “It really puts a person in [a] tough, tough
his money back could be the situation.”
first test of Tesla’s restrictive customer
sales agreements. The Wisconsin lawyer Megna represents physician Robert
handling the state lawsuit against Tesla, Montgomery, who says the $94,770
a specialist in automobile lemon-law Tesla Model S that he had delivered in
cases, says he believes state law there March 2013 ... was out of service 66 days
will overcome what he calls one of the [during the first five months], according
most unusual sales agreements that he’s to Megna, and [Montgomery] wants a
ever seen -- one he believes is aimed at refund. Megna says that Montgomery’s
keeping owners from being able to sue three demands for a buy-back under the
over bad cars in the first place. Milwaukee Wisconsin lemon law went unanswered.
attorney Vince Megna also says that Montgomery has had a laundry list of
Tesla’s policy of selling cars directly troubles -- not turning on, not going into
to consumers -- rather than having “drive,” door handles that don’t work, a
franchised dealers -- is another reason faulty battery coolant system and more.
that it is tougher for customers to take Adding to the lost time, because Tesla has
action if they are dissatisified with their no Wisconsin facilities, the car had to be
car. “They are a company that doesn’t transported to Chicago for major repairs.

Because the car was out of service for 30
days or more, according to the suit and
Megna, it falls squarely under Wisconsin’s
lemon law -- state laws that generally
provide recourse for car buyers if a car
is faulty and the maker can’t make good
on it. But the case is complicated by
Tesla’s sales agreement that buyers sign,
which Megna [says] is designed to thwart
lemon-law suits. Megna argues, however,
in the suit that Wisconsin’s lemon laws
supersede Tesla’s sales contract and that
it should be allowed to go forward there.
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Continued on next page
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